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STATIC, NOISE, AND TRANSITION TEST OF A 
COhIBINFD-SURFACE-BLOWING V/STOL I,IFT/PROPULSION SYSTEM 
By Allen t-I. Schoen. Charles E. Kolesar, and Edward G. Schaeffer 
BOEING VERTOL COhIPANY 
A Division of The Boeing Conipany 
1.0 SUMMARY 
A test has been conducted on a half model of a V/STOL airplane using a Combined- 
Surface Blowing (CSB) lift/propulsion system. The CSB system is a type of externally blown 
jet flap in which the jet exhaust from wing-mounted cruise fans is directed over both upper and 
lower surfaces of a flapped wing. The flap system serves as a thrust deflector. Previous testing 
on this concept had slzown that CSB offers a unique combination of VTOL performance due 
to efficient thrust-vectoring and good STOL performance due to high levels of circulatory lift. 
The .test discussed in this report provides additional confirmation of these capabilities 
and provides a data base of noise measurements on the CSB system. During a four-week test 
program the following was accomplished: static-performance studies were made through a series 
of methodical variations of flap configuration; the transition-flight region was explored with 
particular emphasis on steep-descent capability; and the acoustical characteristics were measured 
for combined blowing and blowing upper or lower surface only. 
Approximately 90-percent thrust recovery with 87 degrees of thrust vectoring was 
achieved under static conditions using 89 degrees of trailing-edge flap deflection. The approxi- 
mately 10-percent loss appears to be associated primarily with pressure losses due t~ the flap 
brackets or slot entries. Further refinement in these areas may provide additional performance. 
The jet-induced lift was shown to be 55 percent of the theoretical value for a fullspan jet- 
flapped wing, even though only 27% percent of the wingspan was immersed in the jet. Steady 
rate-of-descent capability in excess of 1,000 feet per minute is predicted for an airplane using the 
CSB system. This is in excess of previous test results and is excellent performance in view of the 
exploratory nature of the test. 
Both combined blowing and lower-surface blowing have higher noise levels than upper- 
surface blowing, although this difference diminishes with increasing thrwt. There is little noise 
difference between combined and lower-surface blowing at low thrr-st levels. However, as thrust 
increases the lower-surface noise increases much more rapidly. This indicates the possibility of 
significant aerodynamic-noise cancelling tvhen blowing over both surfaces at high velocities. 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
2.1 Background 
One of the primary design problems of V/STOL aircraft wit11 nontilting fans is the de- 
velopment of an efficient thrust-vectoring system. A number of different approaches for direct- 
ing the t l t r ~ ~ s t  from cruise mode (lo~lgitudinal) to  hover mode (vertical) have been proposetl, 
ranging from vectoring nozzles and cascades to tail-sitter aircraft configurations. In general, 
while these concepts satisfy the V part of V/STOL, they pay little attention to the S require- 
ment; and experience has shown that efficient utilization of V/STOL aircraft will involve both 
VTOL- and STOL-mode operations. 
Substantial research and development have been conducted since the 1960's on advancecl 
STOL lift/prop~ilsion systems. including the Upper-Surface Blowing (USB) and Externally Blown 
Flap (EBF) jet-flap concepts. These concepts are attractive for STOL application because they 
use adaptations of conventional high-lift flap systems for powered lift, and since the wing-flap 
system serves as the thrust deflector, significant additional circulatory lift (supercirculation) is 
develo[>ed. Although these concepts satisfy the requirement for efficient thrust vectoring during 
STOL-mode operations, they have not been rec~mmendcd for VTOL configurations becausc of 
their unacceptably high thrust-turning losses at the high deflection angles required for VTOL 
flight . 
. One specialized jet-flap concept s t~idiecl during early NASA testing (ref. 1) was found to 
have unusually good static-thrust-vectoring efficiency in addition to good STOL performance; 
thus, it suggested the development of an effective V/STOL configuration. The Combined- 
Surface Blowing (CSB) concept wllich showed these characteristics consists of a wing-mounled 
cruise fan whose exhaust is directed in combination over both upper and lower surfaces of the 
flapper1 wing, t o  be tleflected by the flap system (Figure 2.1-1). Although research on CSB was 
discontinued due to emphasis on purely STOL design, recent interest in VTOL has led to  a re- 
examination of this attractive V/STOL concept. 
2.2 Objectives 
The objectives of the current investigation were to: 
a. Reevaluate the static-turning performance of a CSB lift/propulsion system for three 
different triple-slotted flaps and for a nozzle with a different airflow split (top to 
bottom) than was used during the earlier NASA research (ref. 1). 
b. Provide a base of noise data for comparing the acoustical characteristics of a Combined- 
Surface Blowing system with other types of V/STOL systems. 
c. Provide a broad base of transition flight data with emphasis on examination of aircraft 
descent capability. 
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2.3 Scope 
.A four-week test was conducted in the Boeing V/STOL wind tunnel on a half model, 
consisting of a semispan wing with air potl/nozzltx, triple-slotted trailing-edge flaps, and half body. 
The model was tested tvitll two different wing configurations. These are shown in Figure 
2.3-1 it1 the extended configuration, and in Figure 3.3-2 in the retracted configuration. The 
geottletry of the wing configurations is detailed in Figure 2.3-3 and Table 2-1. The retracted 
configuration involved decreasing the wingspan of the extended wing approximateIy one-third 
by shortening the model post-mount height. This retraction eliminated the inboard segment of 
the three spanwise-segmented trailing-edge flaps. Figure 2.3-4 shows the assembly of the wing, 
flaps, air pod, and nacellc. 
TABLE 2-1. WING GEOMETRY 
The test was divided into two weeks of static and noise phase testing, conducted with 
the extendedwing configuration, and two weeks of transition phase testing ~hrith both the ex- 
tended and retracted wings. Figures 2.3-5 and 2.3-6 are photographs of the model in the extended- 
wing configuration mounted on the ground board wit11 the microphones in place for the noise 
measurements. In these photos, both test-section walls and ceiling have been removed for the 
static-phase testing. 
Chord 
Extended span (3 x sclmispan, excluding 
round tip) 
V - . A  b.,tendecl area (2 x reference area) 
Extended aspect ratio 
Retracted span (2 x semispan, excluding 
round tip) . 
Retracted area (2 x reference area) 
Retracted aspect ratio 
Basic wing section 
Slats 
Triple-slotted flaps 
1.0715 ft  
8.792 ft  
9.421 ft2 
8.205 
6.146 f t  
6.585 f t2  
5.736 
633418 
17.3% basic wing chord 
41% of basic wing chord (when retracted) 
Approximately 9.5% chord Fowler action 
at 90 degrees deklection 
The test was exploratory - to confirm the fintlings froni the earlier NASA rc~sc~arcll of 
reference 1, t o  examine goiential problern areas in the transition flight regime (for example, 
wing stall in the unblown region), and to determine the validity of this roncept for ap~~lication 
to an advanced V/STOL aircraft. It was anticipated that, based on the success of the results of 
this test with a simplified semispan moclel, more detailed future testing would be recpired to  
determine the effects of parameters not fully represented in the current investigation, and to 
investigate problem areas associated with an integrated aircraft design. 
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3.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION AND INSTALLATION 
Tile general arrangc:ment and geometry of half-span model VX-119B-2 and wind-tunnel- 
installation details are presented in this section. 
3.3. Nacelle and Nozzle Geometry 
A schematic drawing showing the internal arrangement of the cylindrical nacelle, includ- 
ing the location of the choke plates, screen, and total-pressure rake, is presented in Figure 3.1-1. 
This drawing also depicts the geometric relationship between the nacelle and wing section. The 
air pod bisects the wing-chord plane and is mountecl equidistant (spanwise) between the flap 
tracks. 
Compressed air directed up tile 0.038 by 0.076-m (1.5 by 3-inch) hollow box section of 
the wing was introduced into the blown pod via the centerbody feed line fastened to the front 
part of the box section. This air exited from the feed line through four slots at the forward end 
of the line and thence irlto the high-pressure pod plenum via a 90-degree change in flow direction. 
An additional 90-degree flow change was required to  pass the air, in turn, through a high-pressure 
choke plate with 228 holes, a low-pressure choke plate also with 238 holes, a screen, past a 16- 
tube total-pressure rake, and then into the split nozzle. ;\/lass flow into the pod was remotely 
adjusted from the test-panel-mounted control system. 
Figure 3.1-2 describes the blotvn-nacelle nozzle used for :.his test. This nozzle translates 
from a cylindrical section at  the forward face to a rectangular shape at the exit. The 0.02-square- 
meter(31.32-square-inch) exit, located at 32 percent of the basic wing chord, was designed to  pass 
one part of the total nozzle mass flow over the top surface of the wing and three parts below the 
bottom surface. This figure also depicts the upper and lower nozzle eyebrows attached to the 
outer edges of the rectangular exit. These were evaluated during tile staiic test phase and retained 
for the transition test phase. Each eyebrow extended over the full breadth of the exit. When 
this modification was installed, the added nozzle length did not include an extension on the sides 
of the exit. 
3.2 Flap and Slat Geometry 
Flaps. - The three triple-slotted-flap configurations (designated Flap A. 9, and C) that 
were evaluated with a 90-degree deflection in the static test phase are illustrated in Figures 
3.2-1 through 3.2-3. Each of these figures presents the respective flap in the best static per- 
formance configuration as determined during the test program. Noted on each figure are tile 
selected gap and overlap for each slot. 
Flap A (s conventional flap arrangement) and Flap B (the reverse arrangement) use the 
same three flap elernents with the first and second flaps interchanged. Botlz flap sets, and also 
Flap C, nest to 40 percent of the basic wing chord when retracted, as shown in Figure 3.2-4. For 
Flap C, the first and second elements were redesigned to establish a second slot location about 
midway between the location provided by the other two flap designs. When each of the flaps 
was extended to the 89-degree angular setting, the extension radius as defined by the outer surface 
of each flap element was a constant 5.25 inches. This is shown in Figure 3.2-5. 
During the static phase testing with the extended wing, each of the three flap spanwise 
segments was set with identical geometry. In the transition testing, the method of separately 
assembling the three different flap elements on its own set of flap brackets and then bolting each 
of the spanwise assemblies to  wingiflap brackets enabled the overall spanwise flap deflections 
to be mixed. 
The geometry used for the 75-, 60-, and 45-degree flap angles is described in Figures 
3.2-6 through 3.2-8. Noted in each figure are the two sets of geometry installed for transition 
testing. One set was used for the blown spanwise segment and the other set, with the conven- 
tional-size gaps, was configured for the unblown spanwise segment. 
Slats. - A full-span slat was illstalled during the transition testing to  increase the stall 
angle of the highly flapped wing. Figure 3.2-9 and 3.2-10 clepict the various slat settings evaluated 
plus the modification made to the basic slat contour to  lessen the discontinuity at its trailing edge 
when installed at the steepest angle. 
It  can be observed from these figures that the slat was mounted on the leading edge of 
the basic airfoil; that is, the .portion of the airfoil forming a conventional slat was not removed 
for the test. The model leading edge was configurecl in this manner to simulate a slat design con- 
sisting of a flexible plate with folding nose that would extend from the airfoil lower surface im- 
mediately aft of the leading edge. 
With the extended-wing configuration, the slats were mounted in tT lo spanwise segments, 
from the body to  the inboard side of the nacelle (one segment) and from the outboard side of 
the nacelle to the wingtip. When the model was modified into the retracted-wing configuration, 
the inboard slat was removed and a highly cambered, bulbous-nose, leading-edge flap was in- 
stalled in the remaining space. This Krueger-type flap is illustrated in Figure 3.2-11. 
3.3 Fuselage Geometry 
The half fuselage used for the test can be seen in Figures 2.3-1 and 2.3-2. This midwing 
body hacl a width comprising 13 percent of the retracted span with a shape generally representa- 
tive of a VTOL design that employed a fan-in-nose for longitudinal trim. The vertical tail served 
as a platform for attaching the downwash rake. 
Since only the wing was rno~cnted on the balancr, the rving/l~ody juncturc hole was made 
apy~roximately 0.125 iriell oversize to prevent interference between the wing arici fuuelagf:. The 
fusclage was bolted t o  a yaw table tllrougll an 0.75-inah-thick base plate with a 0.25-inch space 
betwcvn the plate ant1 the table. Thus, a one-inch gap existed between the bottom surface of 
the fuselage and the ground board. As shown in Figure 3.4-2, the balance was protected from 
the free stream by a cylindrical fairing. 
3.4 Model Installation 
As mentioned previously, the test was conducted in the 20 by 20-foot test section of 
the Boeing Vertol V/STOL tunnel. See Figure 3.4-1 for a detailed scllematic of the tunnel. 
Two test-section configurations were used for this test, namely open throat and slotted 
throat. Both side walls were stowed in pits and the ceiling was raised to open up the 67-foot- 
diameter plenum for hover testing using the open-throat configuration. The slotted walls and 
ceiling are usually used for forward-flight testing to  minimize wall effects. 
The model was installed in the tkinnel as shown in Figure 3.4-2 for the extended-wing 
configuration and in Figire 3.4-3 for the retracted-wing configuration. A ground board 59 inches 
above the tunnel floor served as a plane of symmetry. as shown in Figure 2.3-5. The four- 
component balance mounted at the base of the 1vi;lg structure, below the ground board, was 
attached to  a cylindrical post which supported the model t o  the tunnel yaw mechanism. All . 
yaw table driving gears plus motor are located below the tunnel floor. High-pressure air to the 
blown-air pod was routed in two pipes along opposite sides of the post mount. around the 
balance in large loops, and then into the hollow spar of the wing. The entire assembly between 
the platform and the tunnel floor was enclosed within a cylindrical fairing that permitted the 
model t o  be yawed 590 degrees in angle of attack. The 17-inch loops (measured from the model 
axis) of the air pipes arouncl the balance dictated a fairing diameter of approximately 3 feet. 
Balance calibrations verified that the airpipe routing virtually eliminated any balance interactions 
due t o  high-volume air passage. 
The wing was retracted for transition testing by removing the inboard slat, the inboard 
spanwise segment of the flap, and a cylinclrical section of tlle post mount that matched the 
length of dlc inboard flap. Thus, the wing was essentially lowered into the wing/body junchlre 
hole. 
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4.0 INSTRUMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT 
I n  acldition t o  tlie AS5IE nozzle inst:dled in the tunnel a~~siliary-air-supply s?stem for 
measuring mass flow tllrough the air pod. moclel instrumentation consistetl of llle Collowin,v 
items: 
a. Four-Component Strain-Gage Balance 
This balance was inserted between the base of the wing structllre below the grouncl 
board and the post mount with its axis parallel to  the wing-chord line. Thus, yawing 
the model turned the balance with the wing. Components measured by tile balance 
were normal force. axial force, pitching moment, and rolling moment. 
b. Air-Pod Total Pressure 
The pod total pressure, ~isecl to calculate pod pressure ratio ancl derive other parameters 
such as thrust recovery. was measuretl wit11 a 16-tube rnke installed in the cylindrical 
section of the pod j ~ ~ s t  forward of the nozzle. The 16 pressure pickups were averaged 
by manifolding the pitots into a si~igle outlet tube. The position of the pressure rake is 
~~~~~~n in Figure 3.1-1. 
c. Air-Pod Total Temperature , 
A thermoco~~ple  was installecl on the air-pod pressure rake to measure the total tempera- 
ture recjuired for calculating the nozzle coefficients cluring the calibration r~lns  ancl the 
corrected weight flow cluring the transition testing. 
d. Downwasll Rake 
The clownwash rake mo~lnted at the top of the vertical fin for do~vnwash-angle ant1 
total-pressure measurements during forward-tlight runs consisted of a swiveling barrel 
~ v i t h  f o ~ t r  vaned probes to align the rake along the local velocity plus three pitot tubes. 
These pitot t~ lbes  were plumbed together to provide an average pressure. Downwash 
angle was measured by a rotary potentiometrr mounted on the rakr shaft. Specific di- 
mensions are presented in Section 7.3.4 and a drawing of tlre rake is shown in Figwe 7.3-35. 
4.2 Data-Accluisition System 
The automatic data system can accept up to 120 cllannels from the model ant1 tllc tunncI 
itself. These signals are routed to an IBAI 1800 computer for processing and on-line data reduc- 
tion. The cornputecl results are tabulated by a line printer point by point cluring a 11111 or can Lr 
stored for a postrun tabulation. Six selected variables can be plotted on-line by X-Y plotters. 
Final data is stored on magnetic tape for additional posttest plotting rcr~uirernc.nts or reprocc-tssing. 
A digital display of any nine channels simultaneously is also available (luring testing for 
monitoring purposes. Each monitoring channel can display predetermined prime quantities in 
engineering units or cocfficierlts that art. calculated by separate software and continuously up- 
dated cluring each run. The parameter tlisplayed in each channel can be switched through a 
control box to  a variable more appropriate for a particular run. As a result of the continuolrs 
update, a moclel is usually flown ~vith the aid of a monitoring channel, for example, the calculatecl 
AShIE air-pod mass flow during the static-performance testing and gross-thrust coefficient during 
the transition runs. 
5.0 DATA REDUCTION 
The test data was reduced on-line and presented in both graphical and tabular format t o  
aid in monitoring and conducting the test. The final data plots presented in this report were 
produced on a CALCOhIP 1627 drum plotter after the test completion. The noise data was re- 
corded on a Honeywell 56OOC, four-track, WBFM, one-inch tape recorder operated a t  30 ips and 
was analyzed on a General Radio 1925 multifilter and 1926 multichannel detector with each 
test record integrated over a 32-second period. Force and moment data was reduced on an IBI1.I 
1800 computer and was identified as belonging to one of the following types of data: calibra- 
tion, static test, or transition test. 
5.1 Calibration 
During the calibration runs, made with a retracted flap, calibration curves were cieveloped 
for use in subsequent testing. The ideal airflow was computed from the measured air-pod total 
pressure ancl temperature and was compared with the actual airflow, obtained from the air- 
supply-system instn~mentation, t o  obtain tlozzle-clischarge coefficient. Similarly, the c o m p ~ ~ t e d  
value of ideal t l~ rus t  was compared with actual thrust measured by the four-component balance 
to obtain the nozzle-velocity coefficient. These coefficients were then curve-fitted as a third- 
~ r d e r  function of pressure ratio and the curve-fitting equations were used during subsequent 
testing to determine the reference thrust. 
5.2 Static Testing 
During static tcsting, the discharge ancl velocity coefficients were determined from the 
calibration curves at the appropriate pressure ratio. From these calculations and from the 
measured air-pod total pressure ancl temperature, the jet &Iach number, ideal thrust, and refer- 
ence thri~st  levels were determined. The thrust recovery was then determined by dividing the 
resultant force, as measured on the balance, by the reference thrust. 
5.3 Transition Testing 
In the transition test phase, the jet Mach number and the pressure ratio were c:omputed 
from the mens~~recl airflow and the air-pod total pressure and temperature. From these calcula- 
tions, the gross thrust and the thrust coefficient were then computed and displayed o n  overhsad 
monitors in the test-console area. All aerodynamic coefficients were computed and calculatior~s 
were made of representative aircraft performance in terms of steady-rate-of-climb capabili tj-. 
The calculation of axial-force coefficient, Cx, included an adjustment to represent tlne inlet 
momentum drag of a real fan. The inlet momentum drag coefficient was representecl as: 
The slotted-wall configuration of the Boeing V/STOL wind tunnel was specifically designed 
to eliniirlate the necessity of applying wall corrections for V/STOL configurations. The design 
was based on an experimental program of various wall configurations and the effectiveness of thp 
slotted ~valls in reducing wall effects has been verified by subsequent experimental and analytical 
work. Therefore, no wall corrections were applied to the experimental data of this program. 
However, the flow on the tunnel wall was monitorecl by tuft observations to  ensure that flow 
breakdown dicl not occur. 
6.0 TEST PROCEDURE AND TEST CGNDITIONS 
6.1 Nozzle Survey 
At the begirining of the static-test phase, a series of nozzle-flow survey runs were macle 
to determine flow uniformity at the exit of the upper- and low/,,-surface nozzles. A pitot-static 
probe was mou~ltecl on a remotely co~ltrolled traverse mecliani~~m at the exit of the nozzle for 
these surveys. Figure 6.1-1 shows the results of the survey in tt rms of total-pressure deviations 
relative to the mean total pressure during the measurements. 7'he runs were made at an air-pot1 
pressure ratio of approximately 1.20, which required 9.5 lb/st;c of airi'lo-tv from the tunnel air 
supply. Pressure uniformity, as seen in Figure 6.1-1, was foi~ncl to be generally within 1 to 2 
percent. 
6.2 Static-Testing Proceclurc 
Static-test runs were made by varying air-supply pressure to the moclel over the range of 
approximately 200 psi to  750 psi. This provided between 4 and 14 Iblsec of airflow and tiozzie- 
pressure ratios from approximately 1.04 to 1.45. Both tllrust recovery and thrust-deflection 
angle were sensitive to pressure ratio, with slight reductions in both parameters generally oc- 
c~irring as the pressure ratio was increased. Ana!ysis of the data ancl flap-configuration optimi- 
zation was conducted at  a baseline pressure ratio of 1.2. This represents the approximate design 
value of pressure ratio in hover for the nozzle size tested (nozzle size relative t o  wing size). This 
relationship is shown in Figire 6.2-1. 
The static-phase testing was begun with the Flap B config~ration. A series of runs were 
made to  examine the effects of the incliviclual slot gaps and overlaps ancl of the flap-element de- 
flection angles on thrust recovery and tlirust-cleflectio~~ angle at the baseline pressure ratio of 
1.2. From these sensitivity runs, a new combination of f'iap-element positions was itlcntified 
and tested for the Flap B configuration. Following Flap B tcstil~g, adclitional optimization 
testing was conductecl on the A and C flaps. 
6.3 Noise-Measuremen t Procecl~~re 
6.3.1 Instrumentation and data acquisition. - Acoustical measurements of the CSB 
model were recorclecl cluring the static-performance testing in the test section of the tunnel with 
- - 
the ceiling and walls removed. Half-inch condenser microphone: qnd a one-inch 14-track Fh'I 
tape recorder were used to record the data. 
Eleven microphones were mounted in the plane of the air-pod nozzle on a 2.29-meter 
(7.5-foot)-radius circle: as shown in Figure 6.3-1. The relatively short microphone clistance was 
used in order to  avoid reflecting surfaces ancl to  assure that the direct radiated signal was larger 
than the reverberant signal. Ten microphones were positionecl unclcr the wing at azimuth loca- 
tions from 0 degrees to 180 degrees in 20-clegree increments, wit11 one microphone located 
above the wing at 270 degrees. 
Tliv motlt1l-mounting platform was surface-treated with one-half-incli fiberglass achousti- 
cal boards t o  minimize any broadbantl, Iiigli-frequency souncl reflection to  the micropliones 
~vliicli wrre located approximately 0.76 rneter (30 inches) above the plane. All microphones 
were positioned so tlie axis of the cartridge was directed toward ilie center of the model 
nozzles. 
To reduce any air-system-supply noise, the air pod was wrapped wit11 a sound-attenuating 
acoustical blanket. Tlie electronic system for monitoring and recording the model noise con- 
sisted of the following: 
Bruel ancl Kjaer (B&IC) type 413312615 microplione systems fitted with the B&K type 
UA 0386 aerodynamically shaped nose cones (Figure 6.3-2), micropkone power supplies 
B&K type 2801, and extension cables B&K type A 0  0029, in 30-meter (100-foot) 
lengths. 
4 Dynamics Corporation RiIodel 7704lPG preamplifier system ancl California Instruments 
N ~ d e l 7 2 1 1  monitoring oscilloscopes. 
a I-Ioneytvell SGOOC, 14-track, wideband FbI, one-inch magnetic-tape recorder operated at 
30 ips; 11 tracks recorded the microphone outputs, 1 track recorcled a time-code signal, 
and 1 track voice identification. This recording itistnimentation is sllown in Figure 6.3-3. 
All recorded data was integrated over a 32-second period and analyzed by one-third- 
octave frequency bani1 using a General Radio 1925 multifilter, 1926 rms detector,.ancl 1523 
graphic-level recorder. Selected test runs were analyzed using a Nicolet UA500A real-time 
analyzer and recorcling the results with an oscilloscope ancl Polaroid scope camera to identify 
pure tones in the noise data. Examples of tliis data are presented in Section '7.2. 
6.3.2 Instrumentation calibration procedures. - Prior to tlie test period. all micro- 
phones and cables were frequency-calibrated using the BSrK electrostatic actuator. Type UA 
0033. A typical calibration chart for one of the microphones is sliown in Figure 6.3-4. Apply- 
ing the free-fielcl correction, for the Type 4133 microphone cartridge with a Ut-l 0'386 nose con(.. 
to the calibraLion curve provides a relatively flat response from 20 to  10,000 1-12, as indicated 
in the figure. 
All rnicropllones were periodically calibrated at 114 db rms (ref. 2 x 10-5 n/m2), 1000 
Hz, using a Columbia sound-level calibrator, Type SPC-10. The tape recorder tvas acljjustcd for 
a flat frequency response from 0 to  20,000 I-Iz prior to the test program. 
6.3.3 Test-area calibration proceclures. - Due to the semireverbcrant characteristic of 
the wind-tuiulel plenumltest section, an acoustical calibration of this test area was pcirformecl 
to allow for the prediction of free-field noise levels from the wind-tunncl measurements, The 
calibration procedure consisted of generating a broadbancl frecluency, random-noise field in both 
the open tunnel section and in an open field (out of doors). A high-fidelity speaker (Vniversity 
CI,C system) reprcasc~nting the 11oi1,t noise source was located in the kcst area at the c3xact 
positiou of the CSB moclal as shown in Figure 6.3-5. Noise data was then rccorded at each 
microphone location for each repositioning of tlle speaker wit11 its axis of penetration direcltcd 
toward that micropllone. 
The output of tlie speaker was cor~trolled by monitoring the voltage output clt'tlle 
audio-power amplifier. This procedure was then repeated in an open fielcl with tlltl identical 
speaker/microphone array, which then provided a comparison of the wind-tunniti and open-field 
noise spectra. For each microphone position, at1 amplitutlc. (as a function of one-third-octave 
band frequency) correction for free-fielcl measurement was establishecl. A typical wind-tun~lel 
reverberation correction is shown in Figure 6.3-6. Thc correction for each micropllone was ap- 
plied to the noise data. 
6.4 Transition-Testing Procedure 
At the completion of the static and noise phases of testing, the wind tunnel was recwn- 
figurecl for the transition part of the test. The walls and ceiling were reinstdleri in the slotted- 
wall configuration. The balance and petlestal assembly under the fixcd ground plan(* were iso- 
lated from the tunnel airflow by a cylindrical sheetmetal fairing. 
The model was tested in both tlie extended-wing and retracted-wing config~crations. 
JIucll of the initial esploratory testing, such as the effects of the air pod and slat-effcctivencss 
sh~clics, was done with the extended wing. However, the majority of aeroclynamic-perfornlance 
testing over the !ill range of flap deflection$, from 45 to 100 clegmes, was c o n t l ~ ~ ~  ted with the 
retracted wing sillce it more closely represented the actual nacelle-11ody arrangement \isualized 
for an airplane. 
Two types of mns were made for aerodynamic performancc: 
Variations in tunnel dynamic pressure, q, for the condition a = 0'. As dynamic prcssure 
was changed, the air-pod thrust was also varied to maintain specified levels of thrust co- 
efficient, C j 
e Angle-of-attack sweeps at specified values of C. ancl at constant cl. J 
The clynamic-pressure-variation runs were made t o  examine the effects of jet hIach 
number on the model aerodynamic characteristics. As the tunnel c[ and thrust were i~lcreasecl 
at constant C.. the Mach number of the jet would also increase. It was determined that  the lift J 
was sensitive t o  h1ach numler. as discussed in Section 7.3.3. Thus, the ttulnel dynamic pressurc3 
used during the  a-sweep runs was selected as a scheduled function of C- and flap tleflrction, ap- J proximating the schedule used by an airplane in steady flight. The sclledule rcsed, shown in 
Figure 6.4-1, was detcrminecl from a calculated steady climb-specrl map far  an airplane using 
the CSB lift/propillsion system. In Figure 6.4-1. the range of flight dynamic pressurc>s sholvn 
varies from maximum resultant fcrct. (minimum speed) to the lorvcst angle of attack tcisted. 
a = -4' (masim.um speecl). 
The Lltnnel speed sc-ht:tlulr cllosc~~i for thc a-swclrp runs providctl total motlcl lontls 
consistent with thc. ba1alu.e allowables. Dynamic-pressure-ariation runs were niatl(. a t  rornl~ina- 
tioris of (1 and (:. 111) to  the capabilit? uf tilt: balance. The. test envcalope is shown in Figurr 
6.4-2. J 
Flow-vis~~alization runs were made using both tufts and Clliria (*lay (mixture of kaolin 
and krrosenc*). ~1ltIloug.h the effects of the tufts on the model aerodynamics were riot significant 
during transition testing, tlie high jet velocity behind the air pod quickly tattered any tufts in 
the jet region. As a result, the majority of these runs rverc made with the tufts removed. 
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7.0 TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The primary objt:c tives of this test on the combinrd-surface blo~virig motlel VX-11.313-2 
werr outlined in the introduction and consisted of the following major items: 
a. Optimization of three triple-slotted, 90-clegree flap configirations for masirnum static- 
thrust recovery while cleveloping turning angles of 85 degrees or greater. 
b. Effect of specific model-geometry modifications, such as nozzle eyebrows and wing fences, 
on static performance. 
c .  Statit:-mode noise meas~urements as a function of flap angle and blowing configuration. 
d. Exploratory evaluation of performance capability in the transition-flight regime with the 
primary emphasis on tlie descent mocle. 
7.1 S tatic-Performance Testing Results 
7.1.1 StaLic-performance comparison of tliree flap config~rations. - The ll~rcc 
triple-slotted flap clesigns that were optimized for maximum static-performance c'yability are 
sclzematically illustrated in Figures 3.2-2 through 3.2-4. In this investigation, the flap slot gaps, 
slot overlaps, slot nozzle entry and, to  a lesser degree, flap segment angle were examined on flap 
configurations -4 anti B'with 89 degrees of deflection to establish thr flap geometric characteris- 
tics rec~uired io  achieve the best static lifting performance of each flap design. Figrirr-. 3.2-2 and 
3.2-3 present the Flap A and B geometry, respectively, in the best performarce cont~guration. 
Note that the large required gaps, as compared to  the gap size for a conventional nonesternal- 
blown flap. give a staircase al~pearance to tlie optimized flap. 
Since the testing of flap designs A and B resulted in similar slot-gcomttry characteristics 
for best performance. it was assumed that these slot cl~iwactcristics fio~lcl be applicable to  the 
Flap C configuration. Consequently, Flap C was originally tested in a baseline config~tration ant1 
then in a modified configuration to reflect Flap ,A and B test results. Some gap variations were 
evaluated with Flap C t o  check their sensitivity. 
Figure 7.1-1 summarizes the static-performance level developed by each of thq three flap 
configtrations. All three flaps achieved similar levels of lifting capability 2nd deflection angle, 
with flap designs B and C exhibiting a small lifting adbalitqe over the Flap A design. 
DThereas Figire 7.1-1 summarizes the static performance at a pressure ratio of 1.2, 
Figure 7.1-2 ill~ustrates the variation of both thrust recovery and cletlection angle over a range of 
pressure ratios from 1.05 to 1.40. Both of these perforrnancc prarametcrs can be observed to 
decrease at the higher pressure r. a t' 10s. 
One of the major differences behvecn flap configurations A, B, and C is tllr circumfer- 
ential !ovation of the second slot. Flap A uscs thc most for~viircl ocation ancl Flap B tllc most 
aft location. In  the Flap C design, the scrond slot was locatcd about halfway betwccn tht: Flap 
'4 and B positions. If the improvement in Flap B and C in static performance over that of Flap 
A can bc attributed t o  the more aft second slot location, the effect can be jutlged to be minor. 
7.1.2 Flap B configuration optimization. - Figure 7.2-3 summarizes the Flap B optirni- 
zation testing in terms of ilhlstrating the incremental changes in thrust recovery ancl cleflection 
- 
angle that were procluced by variations in moclel geometry, sue11 as No. 2 gap size, No. 1 flap 
angle, etc. The final configuration developed a thrust recovery 0.058 higlier than the baseline 
Flap B without a loss in turning angle at the notecl pressure ratio of 1.2. 
Includeci in Figure 7.1-3 is the effect clue to adding eyebro~vs to the upper and lower 
nozzle esits. These eyebrows, slietched in Figure 3.1-2, consisted of a one-inch-platc extension 
with a built-in 15-degree-upward deflection angle attached to the lower esit plane and :I 0.5- 
inch-plate extension wit11 a built-in 10-clegree-clownward dcflectior~ angle attached to  the upper 
exit plane. These moclifications produced approximately a 0.01 increase in thrust recovery 
with the lower eyebrow and a loss in turning angle which was more than compensateel for by 
the 2-clegree larger turning angle when the upper cyebrow was acltlccl. 
Note that one of the incremental changes in static performance was produced by oricn- 
tation of the model in the ~vind tunnel. The model was originally tested with the fuselage 
perpenclicular to the tunnel cefiterline and the deflected flaps pointing down the center of the 
wind tunnel. Partway through the testing it was cletermined that this test contlitioll caused a 
recirci~lation of flow arountl the wincl-tunnel circuit and resulted in a download on the wing. 
The extent of this recirculatory interference was investigated and confirmecl as discussed in 
more detail in Section 7.1.2.3. Subseyi~ent runs were made with the n~oclel aligned with the 
tunnel center line so that the jet flow was directed into the tunnel plenum. 
7.1.2.1 Flap B slot gap and angle variations: An increase and decrease In the No. 1 slot 
gap proclucecl the variation in thrust recovery and cleilection angle shown in the left portion of 
Figire 7.1-4. Information shown in this plot was obtained by cross-plotting the data depicted 
in Figure 7.1-5. The right plot of Figure 7.1-4 is an additional cross-plot to illustrate the rcla- 
tive change in the two parameters with gap size. As a consecplence of varying gap size by 
vertically displacing the entire flap assembly with spacrr blocks. the overlap also variecl but bq a 
low factor, i.e., when the slot size was modified by 1-percent C, the overlap changed by only 
0.2-percent C. 
Figure 7.1-4 inclicates that a gap of between 3 and 4-percent C is recj~lired t o  masimize 
thrust recovery: however, turning angle is maximized at the smallest gap tested. In selecting thr 
proper slot gap, thrust recovery was chosen to be the predominant factor as long as a turning 
angle of 85  degrees or more could be achieved. This criterion was based on the ass11tnptio11 that 
the additional 5 degrees of turning necessary for hovering flight can be obtainrcl with a .5-tlegrct. 
nose-up aircraft attitude. This is typical of current operational vertiral-lift aircraft, inclutling 
helicopters. 
Also plotted on Figure 7.1-4 (from tlie basic data shown in F i p r c  7.1-6) is tht. 'ffect of 
increasing the first flap angle from 39 to 43  degecs with the samc gap scltirq. A significant tle- 
crease in thrust recovery is evident. In this investigation identical overlaps could not be main- 
tained due to  tlie aft movement of thc first flap nose. Therefore, a run was prrformecl wit11 tlze 
flap nose motlified to rerlure the overlap by 1.4-percent C. No significant arid favorable change 
in thr~tst  recovery or turning angle can be ascertained from the data plotted in Figure 7.1-7. 
Varying the second slot while maintaining constant first ancl third slot geometry pro- 
ducecl the results clepictecl in Figure 7.1-8 for a pressure ratio of 1.2. Again, the information 
was derived by cross-plotting the data shown in Figure 7.1-9. Thrust recovery increased with 
gap size up to the maxim~tm tested (4-percent C), and deflectiori angle peaked with a 3-percent 
gap. Since tlie second and third flaps were moved vertically to adjust the second gap, overlap 
did vary. To check the effect of changing the overlap from a positive to negative value as the 
gap was increased, the second flap nose was modified to  decrease the negative overlap by 1.2- 
percent C. The net result was a loss in both thrust recovery and cleflection angle as shown in 
Figure 7.1-9 (nins 26 and 37). 
Third slot geometry was varied by moving the third flap both vertically and horizontally. 
As ill~tstrated in Figure 7.1-10, the highest thrust recovery was achieved wit11 the largest gap 
tested (3-percent C) regardless of the respective overlap. The data used to generate Figure . 
7.1-10 is plotted in Figure 7.1-11. I t  is interesting that the method of altering gap size (horizon- 
tal versus vertical movement of the third flap) had a similar effect on the static perforn~ance. 
Apparently, slot overlap was not a major factor. 
Both the first and second flap gaps were separately closed completely to establish the 
respective importance of each slot. In these modifications, the slot closure was accomplished 
in a manner that resulted in a smooth transition to the adjacent slot on both upper and lower 
flap surfaces. As shown by the data plotted in Figure 7.1-12, closing the first slot, for larger 
pressures, did not reduce the thrust recovery by a large amount and also did not result in a large 
clecrease in cieflection angle. Closure of the second slot had a greater effect in that the decrease 
in both thrust recovery and deflection angle was greater. Since these runs were perfor~ned prior 
to adjusting the slots for maximum thrust recovery, their actual influence on static performance 
could have been found to be larger. 
Early in tlze static testing, comparative testing was conducted to investigate the amount 
of performance degradation associatecl with tufted flaps. Figure 7.1-13 presents the data. The 
possible clecrease shown by this data established a ground rule whereby all static-performance 
data would be acquired with the blown-wing arpa free of tufts and all tufted-flow visi~alizations 
trould be performed in separate runs. 
r .1.2.2 Flap B cove moclifications: To examine the aerodynamic characteristics of 
the slots and slot coves, flow-visualization runs were performed. Both China clay and. tuft 
runs indicated a large amount of spanwise flow i11 the first slot cove. This characteristic can 
be observed in both photos of Figure 7.1-14. In run 23, the wing cove was modified in an 
attempt to recluce the losses through the slot; however, as shotvn in Figure 7.1-15. this was not 
rcalizcad at  thcl refthrt~ncc pressure ratio of 1.2. The suLsecj~1ent clegraclation in static perfor~naticcl 
ctot~ld llave resultcd from an i n c r e w  in thr total angular-flow changcb thro~lgh t h ~  cov(' S-C~II'VC. 
Later in the test program, a more motlest moilification to thr: first cote again ciid not provide an 
improvt ;lent at a pressure ratio of 1.2. See Figure 7.1-16 for the comparison. This result c~111(1 
have been influc~ncetl by tile lower and upper nozzle eyebrows added for tllcse runs. 
Another visual esamination with tufts mountetl on stallcs in the wing cote but 0.25 inch 
above the moclel surface (run 33) plus a probe with a tufted wand revealetl that a separation 
bubble existed in the cove. I t  was largely this observation that led to the addition of lower noz- 
zle e~ebrolvs, the  testing of tvliich is disc~lssed in a following section. 
A further attempt at lessening the severity of the first cove S-curve, .rvhicli is a function 
of the basic airfoil-section thiclcnes, was made by moving tile entire flap assembly aft by 3.3- 
percent C. Tliis movement increased the gap size by 1.1-percent chord. Figlrc 7.1-17 presents 
the comparative data which was acquired tvith both nozzle eyebrows installed plus the refaired 
first cove. Some improvement in thrust recovery occurred at pressure ratios below 1.25, whereas 
the variation in deflection arigle esllibiteci the opposite trend. This tllrust-recovery increasc 
merely balanced out the loss incurred by the first cove modification in Figure 7.1-16 for the 
both-eyebrows-on case. With the flap moved aft, lo~vering the entirc flap assembly by an 
ecpiivalent 1.2-percent gap procluced a s~lLstantia1 loss in cleflectiorl angle. 
The second slot cove on Flap 3 11, A- c-dso modified t o  further examine the relationship 
of slot entry t o  static performance. Cornparatit,,! clata in Figure: 7.1-18 indicates a significant 
gain in thrust recovery with little change in turning angle. 
Flow separation was also observed in the thirci slot cove via a China clay run. As a 
result, the lower-surface curvature of the seconcl flap (which provides the thircl slct entry) was 
reduced. This change prociuced a small improvement in tltrust recovery at 1.2 pressure rotio 
but at the same time decreased deflection angle. See Figure '7.1-19 for thc data. 
7.1 2.3 Effect of model orientation: During the static phase of testing, it tvas ilis- 
covered that the orientation of the moclel hod an influence on the measured static performance. 
The pertinent data describing this problem is displayetl in Figure 7.1-20. When the motlel was 
set at zero angle of attack, the jet efflus passing over the 90-c leg~e  flaps was discliarget1 across 
the static-test chamber, which had been enlargecl from a 20-foot-wide test section to a 67-foot- 
diameter plenum by removal of the 29-foot-long test-section walls. Pitching the moclrl to  a 
-90-degree attitude directed the efflux clown thct test-section cliff~~ser ancl tlltls proticled a poten- 
tial power source for driving the tunnel at a low but meaningful ci. 
The coniparisons in Figure 7.1-20 show a significant effect of orientation on thrust rc- 
covery (ahottt I percent) at 1.2 pressure ratio and a lesser but opposite impact on clefl(*ction 
angle. This problem was investigatecl visually through placement of a large tuft grid i~pelrt>a~n 
of the moclel. Observations of the tuft activity at a representative n o z z l ~  mass flow of 1 2  lblsec 
confirmed the supposition tllat the pod efflux coulcl induce flow arouncl the crntitr of the 
tunnel circuit and create some erroneous normal force when the moclcl was oritanted a t  a 
-90-degree arlgle of a1tac.k. Pressure meilsurements tahen just upstrtlnrn of tllo model and thus 
normal to the wing surfacc with the latter orientation inclicatvcl that a ret*irculation vrloc*il! of 
13.2 fps (0.21 (1) was created at a nozzle pressure ratio of 1.26. 
A forward-flight run with flaps set at 90 degrees and a pitc*h angle of -90 degrcw was 
performed t o  measure the ei~ilivalent flat-plate drag area. The data prc.sented in Figure 7.1-21 
represenks a drag of 6 square feet at low 11 values, which in turn represcnts 1.3 pountls of normal 
force dllring static testing at the notec! 1.26 pressure ratio. This 1,3-pound force from recircula- 
tion woi11cl decrease the thrust-recovery value from 0.890 to 0.883, a rliffererlce that matches 
the run 44 and 45 colnparison in Figure 7.1-20. 
7.1.2.4 Nozzle eyebrow effectiveness with Flap B: Of the various nlodcl modifications 
tested, such as nozzle eyebrows, wing fences, and flow directors, only the nozzle e>ebrows pro- 
ducecl an improvement in static-thrubt recovery. Figure 7.1-20, which illustmied the effect of 
moclel orientation on static performance, also depicts the increase in thrust recovery that can 
be attained via the addition of lower nozzle eyebrows. With this mo ?'Ti~ation., ;,,me decrcase 
in deflection angle occurred. Even though these eyebrows improvl chi. t,!nIst recovcry, flow- 
visualization runs made wid1 China r!ay (nln 73) and tufts (mn '74) 11.3::. only a minor de- 
crease, if any, in the size of h e  first cove separation bubble previously observed during eyebrow- 
off runs. 
The Figure 7.1-22 data provicles another set of curves that shows the effect of lower 
nozzle eyebrows and also the change due to the f~~r t l l e r  adclitiorl of llpper eyebrows. Atlding 
upper eyebrorvs increased the thrust recovery but by a smaller increment than thc lowclr eye- 
brows. Deflection angle improved by over :! degrees at a nozzle pressure ratio of 1.2. The net 
effect at this pressure ratio with both eyebrows installed is a 0.015 increment in thrust rcvxvcry 
and a 2-degree-larger deflection angle. 
7.1.2.5 Wing fcnce and flow director evaluation: Two additional configuration modifi- 
cations (lower-surface fences anil ~~pper -s~~rfacc  flow directors) were separately evalualed (luring 
the Flap B design testing in an attempt to improve the overall static performance. The wing 
fences were attached directly to the flap brackets on the lower surface ant1 extended in a 
straight line from the entrance of the first slot to  the trailing edge of the third flap segment, thus 
creating a trcrugh iato which the flow from the lower nozzle w a ~  directed. (:omparative data 
plotted in Figure '7.1-23 shows a substantial loss in thrust recovery and n positive change. in 
deflection angle at a pressure ratio of 1.2 with the fences installed. Lower-surface tuft activity 
that was observed both with and rvitlzo~~t the fences indicated substantial spanwise flow in Lhr. 
blown-flap area adjacent to  the flap tracks. With the fences installed, the tuft behavior near the 
fences became erratic and the data, as shown in Figure 7.1-23, had considerablf scatter. This 
change in flow characteristics could have resulted in some tlu-ust-recovery loss even without the 
fences, since the model flap tracks projected below the tlap surfaces. 
The objective of the upper-surface Slow directors, .cvhich were curved s11rfac:cs estrnding 
aft from the sides of the upper nozzle exit, was t o  aid the lateral sprrading of the uppcr-nozzlc 
air. Figurra 7.1 -24 s1it.ws Lliat somc inipro\emc.tit in tlt:flec.tion anglt* clitl ocv*iir; 1io1tc~vc.r. t l i i~  
lvas not i~c*c.otnpa~ijctl Ly at1 incrtbascl in tlirilst rccokery. 
'7.1 2 . 6  Data repc~atu1)ilily: Dti ta rtyecltabili tv was c~otititiuousl! clieclted during t l i ~  
ttlst I)? acquiring tlltk usual repeat data points ant1 by obtaiiii~ig data (luring an iticrc:rnctilal tle- 
orcnse in prc~siirr ratio as well as thiritig tlie incrt~mental increase in prc.ssilrt. ratio. A compara- 
tivc example of repeat data rutis is ~)r~st:tited in Figure 7.1-25. Reptaatability in 110 th tlirust 
recovcr! aticl deflection angle can be notetl tct be excellent for this example. 
Consitl~rchlc data scatter, primarily at tlna lowest :,resslire ratios, was evident, tiowever, 
lsitli some of tile configtratioris tested. This ccndition appeared to  be config~ration-dependent 
since other configuratious (lid not cxliibit this characteristic. 
7.1.3 Flap A configuration optimizaf>i *, . - Tlie op timizatiori testing performed on tlie 
c-~tiventionnl triple-slotted Flap r l  ilesig~i s su;;';&arized in Figure 7.1-26 for tlie pressure ratio 
of 1.2. Figire 7.1-26. which is similar to Figure 7.1-3 for the Flap B design, illiistrates the 
combinecl change irl thrust recovery ~ n c t  defleciion angle for intliviclual chntigc~s in gap geometry 
[I~LIS the benefit from aclding an upper nozzle eyebrow. Tlie eyebrows were identical to those 
evaluated cluring the Flay. B testing. During all the Flap A runs tlie lnodcl pitch angle was maill- 
tatled at aer;';nglc of attach to m'nimize potential recirculation effects. 
The performance capability generated by tiip f i ~ a l  Flap A collfiguration approximated 
the 1evt:l achieved by Flap B and was increased ' . "T in thrust recovery and 3.2 degrees of 
deflection angle over the values measured with ' .ne Flap X config~ration. The best 
configuration of Flap A 4isplayed considerable scatter in repeat runs 88 and 89. The lo~vcr values 
from run 89 are plotted in Figure 7.1-26. As in the Flap 3 case, the eyebrows produced a sub- 
stantial portion of the increment. 
7.1.3.1 Flap A geometry variations: Iritlivid~~al variations in the three Flap A slots pro- 
duced the resuLts depicted in Fig~res  7.1-27 tlirough 7.1-29, tlie left plots of .rvhich are cross- 
plots of the basic data presented in Figires 7.1-30 through 7.1-32 at tlie pressure ratio of 1.2. 
Again, the right plots (Figures 7.1-27 through 7.1-29) are further cross-plots to  depict the 
change in thrust recovery and cleflection angle'with gap size. The gaps were varied i l l  tlie same 
manner in which they were varied durir!g Flap B testing; that is, the entire flap assembly  as 
vc.rtically translated to  moclify slot No. 1. both the second and third flaps were vertically trans- 
lated to modify slot No. 2, and slot No. 3 lvas varied by moving the third flap segmetit vertically 
acd horizontally. 
-4s in the Flap B testing, Figures 7.1-27 through 7.1-29 show that gap sizes of a 3-perccnt 
C magnitude or larger are required to  maximize thrust recovery. Note that the pcrformancc 
variation due to changes in the No. 2 slot was the same with either of two different No. 1 slot 
gap sizes, il~dicating some indcpencleace of slot optimiz a t '  1011. 
Followi~ig the initial exploratory test, a c~uestion was raised as to wlie ther the foreflap of thc 
Flap A design yas set at too shallo~,~ an angle for the proper No. 2 slot entry conditions. Data in 
Fig~rt l  7.1-33 intlit*atrs otlier\vkc~ in that a 9-degrttt: increase in foreflap anglc decreasrtl Loth 
tllrus t rt3covcrj anti tleflec tion angle. 
Tile slot coves were not niodific~d (luring Flap A testing so that the effect of entry sllape 
rould be spc.cifically evaluated l>n Flap A static performance. Cliangcs made to slot eritry sliape 
(sucli as tlle motlifications to the first slot cove) in tlie Flap B investigation were ass~~med to be 
valid for the Flap A configuration. During the Flap B program, the heel of the main flap 
(sec*ond flap in tile Flap A configuration) was renioked ant1 as a consecpence the bt:nefit ac'crued 
by the improvement to the third slot entry was prcsent in all tlic Flap A runs. 
7.1.3.2 Nozzle eyebrow effectiveness with Flap A: As in the Flap B evaluation, the ad- 
dition of an upper nozzle eyebrow again increased the deflection angle by over 2 degrees at tile 
reference pressure ratio of 1.2. See Figure 7.1-34. 
This moclification ~vitli Flap A also provided a significant increase in thrust recovery. 
The Flap 1-1 testing was performed with the lower nozzle eyebrow installed and, as a conse- 
quence, the improvement in static performance associated with its installation as ascertainecl in 
the Flap B investigation was inherent in tile Flap A nins. 
After the testing of each slot gap indiviclually. the flap brackets were redrilled to estab- 
lish a best Flap A configuratior,. The performance obtained with this configuration (plus eye- 
brows) is compared in Figure 7.1-35 to  an earlier Flap A run with both eyebrows installed. 
This figure includes a repeat nln t o  evaluate data repeatability. 
Subsequent to  these runs tire entire flap assembly was moved aft in an atterwt to iln- 
prove the flow througli the first slot by maliing a reduction in the overall abruptntl;,, :.?f the 
first slot S-curve. Figure 7-1-35 shows that this model change was unproductive ill boih thrust 
recovery ancl deflection angle. A similar result was noted in the Flap B investigations. 
7.1.4 Flap C config~ration static performance. - As previously statecl, the primary 
purpose of the Flap C triple-slottecl flap derivative was to estal~lish a flap configuration that 
- - 
incorporated a location of the second slot around the flap-extension arc that was midway 
between tlie slot locations provided by flap configurations A ancl B. Flap C incorporatecl the 
same thircl flap segment usecl by Flaps A and B. 
Since tlie slot-variation data acquired with flap config~~ratiot~s A an11 B exhibitecl a 
marked similarity, a decision was made not to  duplicate the complete extent of this testing on 
the Flap C design. Thus, the best Flap C configuration was estallished based on data from 
pertinent Flap A and B testing as well as from Flap C runs. Figure 7.1-36 presents the static 
performance of the established best Flap C configuration with eyebrows installed and compares 
this data with the baseline Flap C. A substantial part of the illustratecl performance improve- 
ment is attributable to the nozzle eyebrows. 
7.1.4.1 Flap C geonletry variations: Both the first and third slots were indivitlunlly 
motlified to the gap size deemed favorable from the Flap A and B data. Thc data plotted on 
Fig~rtas 7.1-37 anti 7.1-38 does not display the increment in static-performance improvcmc~nt 
for either tlir~lst recovery or deflection angle that was attained in previous Flap A and B testing. 
A China clay flotv-vis~lalization run performed subsequent to the first slot gap increase and 
prior to  ille third slot gap increase again intlicated the presence of a flow-separation bubble i l k  
the first slot cove and ;dso flow separation in the third slot cove. 
Based on these observations, the third slot cove was modified to ?liminate the reflex 
curvature. Tliis cove modification did provide an increase in static performance as shown in 
Figure 7.1-39; however, flow observations from a second China clay run still indicated separa- 
tion in the third slot cove. The first slot cove was then modified and a possible small perform- 
ance increase occurrecl. See Figure 7.1-39. 
7.1.4.2 Nozzle eyebrow effectiveness with Flap C: A separate investigation of the lower 
nozzle eyebrow effectiveness was cotlducted with Flap C to verify the Flap B results. Figure 
7.1-40 presents the clata obtained from the Flap C runs performecl both with and without the 
aforementioned first anc1 third slot cove modifications. The improvement in thrust recovery 
can again be noted to  be substantial. 
7.1.5 Variation of static performancc with flap angle. - In addition to  the 89-degree 
flap angle, static performance was also measured with nominal flap settings of 75, 60 ,45  and 
104 degrees. See Figure 7.1-41 for the basic test data. The flap-angle clesignation conformed to 
the sctting of the third segment. Flap segment angles arid slot geometry for these Flap B con- 
figuration runs were not optimized by testing, but instead were established by using the 89- 
degree flap geometry to prorate the angles ant1 flaps over a selected flap-extension schedule. 
The 104-degree setting was visualized as a configuration requireme~zt for hovering in a tailwind. 
Since i t  \vould be advantageous for the third flap segment to provide the necessary control 
fu~c t ion  in this hover condition, the 104-degree flap angle employed the first and seconcl flap 
segment geometry of the 89-degree flap angle and the third flap was pivoted by a 15-clegree 
increase. The specific geometry used for these settings is presented in Section 3.2. 
The static performance obtained with the noted angular settings is depicted in Figure 
7.1-42 along with the zero flap angle. Tl~rust recovery at 75,  60, ancl 45 degrees of flap angle 
approximated a 0.9 value, which was surprising in that it was anticipated that the thrust re- 
covery would increase as the flap angle decreased. Two factors could have produced this trend, 
namely, that these flap settings were not optimized and second, pressure losses were present 
that dicl not decrease with a decrease in flap angle. A favcirable finding was the small decrease 
in thrust recovery that occurred when the third flap angle was increased to  a 104-degree de- 
flection. As expected, the deflection angle achieved at flap angles less than 90 degrees approxi- 
mated the nominal flap setting. 
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'7.2 Static Noise 3Ieasuremenis 
.4coustical data was rttciortled tluritq selected test runs of tlie model to (1) provitle a 
data basrt for cornparing tlie acoustical characteristics of the CSB with otlirr typos of  VISTOI, 
systems. and (2) to determine whetlier acoustical differences exist w h c ~ ~  the jet is blown over 
only the top or bottom of the wing as compared to tlie design condition of the CSB (blowing 
over bo tll surfaces). 
Noise measurements were obtained during the static performance testing of the model 
with the selected flap system for the following 12  test conditions: 
Test 
Condition 
1-3 
Flap 
Setting 
0 
0 
Surf ace Blowing 
Combined 
Lower only 
Upper only 
Same 
Same 
Combined 
Same 
Same 
Pressure Ratio 
1.05,1.1,1.15,1.3. 
1.25,1.3,1.4 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
Same 
All recordecl data (approximately 1,000 points) was redi~ced to  General Radio 1523 
graphic-level 113-octave-band spectra charts of tlie type illustrated in Figure 7.2-1. 
The effect of flap deflection on the noise-frequency spectra for combined-surface 1)low- 
ing is shown in Figures 7.2-2 through 7.2-5. 
Generally, all data displays the same spectral content, which is dominated by Iiigli- 
frequency noise as sl~own in Fig~res  7.2-2 and 7.2-3. Exceptions to this occur wlicn the micro- 
phones are subjected to excessive test velocities caused by the deflectioll of thr jetstream with 
various flap settings. When this occurs, as sliown in Figlre '7.2-4 for 90-deprecb flaps ant1 
Figure 7.3-5 for 0- and 45-degree flaps, the low-frecluency noise increases substantially. 
In addition, pure tones of noise were found to exist in tlie 1,000-Hz, 113-oc*tavc bantl 
during all test conditions and occasionally in the 1,250-Hz band at the 1.4 pressure-ratio con- 
dition. These tones are shown in the narrow-frecluenc y-band oscilloscope picturcs of Fiplre 
7.2-6. The origin of thesc tones, whether from the air-su~ply system or due to airflolc owr 
tlie model, has not been clearly determined. 
I-Iowewsr, in examining the data in 113-octave spectra to a frequency of 20 kHz (Figures 
7.2-7 ant1 7.2-8), the two sound-pressure-level peaks that consistently dominate the data are the 
lower peak (L) centered at apprc rimately 1,000 and the upper peak (13) centered at approxi- 
mately 5,000-10,000 I-Iz. The lower-frequency peak (L) appears rather invariant at its value 
around 1,000 IIz, while the frequency of the upper peak (I-I) sensed by the downstream micro- 
phone is approximately twice that of the upstream microphone. 
The amplitude of L is from 5 to 10 db higher at the 90-degree flap setting than it is at 
the 0 flap setting. The level of H is approximately the same at both flap settings when measured 
at an azimuth ( 9 )  of 0,160, and 270 degrees; and is higher with a flap setting at 90 degrees only 
below the wing. 
Figure 7.2-9 shows comparable clata for upper-surface and lower-surface blowing measured 
below the wing. 
The definite variation in the frequency of the upper peak (13) with microphone position 
is believed to be due to wind aerodynamic noise and not the air pod, while the variation in level 
of the lower peak (L) is probably due to flap noise. Both frequency ranges require further investi- 
gation, with the possibility that sound-power spectral-density analyses of each microphone (and 
cross-PSD between microphones) might be more enlightening with regard to understanding broacl- 
band noise generation than the 113-octave analysis. 
7.3 Transition-Performance Test Results 
7.3.1 Aerodynamics with extended wing. - Following completion of acoustic testing, 
the wind tunnel was reconfigured for transition tests. The wind-tunnel walls m d  ceiling were 
reinstalled in the slotted configuration. In addition, a sheetmetal fairing was placecl around ihc 
balance and pedestal below the fixed grouncl plane in order to eliminate airloads oii the balance. 
A repeat static run was made wit11 the walls installed to clieclc on possible wall interference 
during subsequent runs at high thrust coefficients. Figures 7.3-la and 7.3-11, compare data for 
thrust recovery ancl thrust-deflection angle, respectively, from runs 83 and 91 (walls remo\etl) 
wit11 data from runs 107 and 108 (slotted walls installed). The data scattcr on thrust recovery 
increases substantially with the walls installed - an inclieation that scatter during t l~c  static- 
performance phase may have been due to  flow recirculation. However, the overall scatter and the 
repeatability with the previously obtained open-throat data are quite good when measilred in 
terms of possible wall-interference effects during wind-on testing. 
7.3.1.1 Effect of air pocl: The effect of the air pod ant1 nozzle on t l l ~  calcan-wing 
acroclynamics (flaps ant1 slats rctractctl) were dcterrnined ill runs 11 1 throi~gli 113. Tluxsr 
effects arc shown in Figure 7.3-2. Tlirce different conditions wcre tested: 
Air pod and riozzle on with n o  blowing (zero gross thrust). This created a base region 
behind the nozzle of turbulent separated flow, with an accompanying reduction in lift 
ancl increase in tlrag. 
a Air poi1 and nozzle on wit11 the blowing controllecl so that the exit-jet Mach number was 
equal to the freestream Mach number. This filled in the region of separated wake ant1 
corresponds tn a condition of zero net tlirust. 
e Air pod and nozzle removed. This reduced the drag t o  the lowest levc.1 of the thrre con- 
ditions tested since the skin friction of tile nozzle ancl air pod was eliminated. IL also 
provided a lift curve nearly iclerltical to the zero-net-thrust conclition except for the 
region near stall where tlie uneven leading edge of the wing with the air pot1 removed 
(the filleted juncture where the air-pod feed line enters tile wing) caused premature 
separation. 
During s~lbsequent n ~ m  in the transition-phase testing, the power-off coridition was 
represented by running the model at zero net t l i r~~s t .  
7.3.1.2 Slat effectiveness: Figure 7.3-3 shows the effect of leacling-edge slat position 
on tlie power-off aerodynamics with the trailing-edge flap retrac-tecl. Stall angle of attack varies 
from 30 degrees t o  over 35 degrees. As expected. the steepest slat setting provides the highest 
wing stall angle, although CL is approximately the same for the three settings testecl. 
mas  
Slat-effectiveness studies were repeated with power on and with the trailing-t:tlgtz flap 
set to 45-degree cleflection. Figure 7.3-4 shows the results of this study at thrust coefficient 
Cj = 3. and Fialre '7.3-5 shows the corresponding results when C. = 4. Four diffrrent slat 
settings were investigated: two in whicll the settings inboard anr \ outboard of the blown air 
pod were equal (45 degrees in one case, 51  degrees in the other) and two in which the inboard 
slat was set a t  a steeper angle than for the outboard slat. The steepest inboard-slat setting 
(56 degrees) for run 130 in Figure 7.3-4 used a refairetl contour to increase tlir overall ri1ditl.i: 
of surface curvature. From thcse runs, the slat was set at 51  degrecs in1)oartl ant1 45 tlcgrt*c\s 
outboard for the remainder of the power-on testing. This was based on achieving high C L , ~ ~ ~  
in combination with high negative Cx at CL,,,, in order to  achieve steep descent capalility. 
7.3.1.3 Flo~v visualization with extended wing: Figure 7.3-6 shows the flow pattcrn 
on the wing upper surface as determined from tuft studies at C. = 2 (run 137). Traiiingedge J flaps were cieflected 45 degrees. A limited region of separation is seen otl tlic iipptlr surfact: 
adjacent t o  the fuselage just forward of the trailing-edge flaps. In tlie plioto schclllcnz*c. tlica 
separation begins at 9 degrees angle of attack and gratlually grows in extent u~itil.  at CY = 28 
degrees, tlie majority of the mid-upper surface of the irlboarcl third of the wing is stallt~d. '\cote 
that tlie ou tboard third of the wing is unstalled at CY = 28 clegrees. 
In order to contaiti this region of separation. a fence was attachcbtl to tlir wing 1ippc3r 
surface, one inch in heigllt, extending from the slat lcading etlgc to thc first fl:tp slot. Thc 
fence was positiotled three inches outboard of the side of the body. .4 flow study ~vitli tlw 
fence installed is shown in Figure 7.3-7. Altllougli thc separated region is suppressctl at low 
angle of attack (compare, for example, a! = 12 degrees from 7.3-6c and 7.3-7t-), the fence is 
unable to  contain tlie separation at the higher angles of attack. Figure 7.3-8 compares tlu> 
aerodynamic characteristics with the fence on and off. 
7.3.1.4 Reduced inboard-flap deflection: Rur~s were made ~vi th  the inboard trailing- 
edge flap set at a lower deflection than either the mid (blown) flap or the oi~tboard flap, in 
orcler to  reduce the aerodynamic loacling and thus suppress tlze s tdl  on tlze inboard wing 
panel. These mns (runs 148-154) used 75 degrees of deflection on the two outcr-flap panels 
and 4 5  degrees of deflection on the inner flap. In addition t o  reducing the inboard-flap deflec- 
tion, a further adjustment was made on the leading edge by replacing the inboard slat (hetween 
the nozzle and side of body) with a drooped leading edge. The result of these changes is shown 
in Figures '7.3-9 for C. = 4 and 7.3-10 for = 8. The lift coefficient is reducecl at lo1v angle J 9 
of attack due to the reduced inboard-flap eflection when the leading edge consists of the slat 
at tlie 51-degree setting. When the slat was replacecl by the droop-nose leading edge, much of 
the lift loss was eliminated. Overall, the reduced inboard-flap setting did not procluce the 
anticipatecl improvement in maximum lift coefficient or angle of stall. 
7.3.1.5 Extended-wing performance, flap deflection = 45 degrees: Figure 7.3-1 1 shows 
the aerodynamic performance of the extended wing with the 45-degree flap deflection from 
runs 133 through 136. Leading-edge slat configuration is S S3 (51 degrees inboard, 45 degrees 
outboard). For comparison, the aeroclynamics with the slat set uniformly at 51 degrees (S1 
setting) is shown in Figure 7.3-12 from runs 123, 125, a id  131. Part tl of each of these figures 
shows the circulatory component of the lift coefficient (CL - Cu sin (a! + fif) ). The increment J. between the power-off and the power-on data represents the jet-induced lift (or supercirculation 
effect). The induced lift is analyzed in Section 7.3.3. 
7.3.1.6 Extended-wing performance, flap deflection = 75 ,fees: The aerotlynamic 
characteristics of the extended-wing configuration with flap deflection of '75 degrees arc shown 
in Figure '7.3-13. The slat is configured in the S1 S3 setting. 
7.3.2 Aerodynamics with retracted wing. - 
7.3.2.1 Retracted-wing performance: Figures 7.3-14 through 7.3-18 slio~v the aero- 
dynamic characteristics of the retracted wing for flap deflections between 45 anel 100 degrees. 
For the 90-degree tlap deflection, the outboard (unhlown) flap was set to 75 dcgees ,and for 
the 100-degee deflection the outboard flap was reduced to 45 degrees. Part e of each f i g ~ r e  
presents an analysis of incluced drag. Jet-flap theory (see, for exaniplc, ref. 2) predicts that 
the incluced drag of tlie jet flap can be written as: 
r )  
This term is labeled Intl Drag o n  part (. 
of Figurcs 7.3-14 throt~gli 7.3-18. 
This relatiotisllip assumes elliptical distributions of circulation ant1 tlrrust roefficient 
along the ~vingspan. Assuming rionelliptical distribiltions for a real wing, it would appear 
reasonable to  write: 
C. - Cx = L L~ = 1 J e n A R + 2 C j  - e (Ind Drag) 
where e is a span-loading efficiency similar t o  the Oswald's c.tl:ciency factor used for conventional 
airplane configurations. Examination of the data of Figurei 7.3-14 through 7.3-18 sho\vs that 
e varies in the following manner as a function of flap deflection: 
Flap Deflection 
(deg) e 
- .. 
45 0.588 
60 0.595 
75 0.541 
90/?5 0.500 
100145 0.380 
For the retracted-wing testing, the slot gaps and overlaps on the outboard ~lnblown-flap 
segment were reduced to  levels consistent with unpowered high-lift system design, while the 
blown flap liad larger slot gaps determined from the static-phase test. The leacling-edge slat was 
set in the S3 configuration (45-degree deflection) in the region outboard of the nacelle. Between 
the body and the nacelle, the leading edge was fitted with a droop nose. 
7.3.2.2 Flow visualization with the retracted wing: Tuft studies were made ~vi th  the 
retracted-wing configuration. These showed that a small region of separation developed at ap- 
proximately a 3-degree angle of attack in the area between the body and the side of the nozzle, 
extencling from the wing leading edge to the nozzle exit. At cx = 16 degrees, the region extc.ndetl 
chordwise into a wedge-daaped area from the side of the nacelle to thc side of the body at the 
leading edge of the first flap element. This is shown in the following sketch. At a! = 18 degrees, 
the separated region spread to  the body adjacent to the wing. 
REGION OF SEPARATION EXTENDS 
SEPARATED FLOW TOTHlS AREA A T a =  16' 
 AT^ = 4' 
The blown portion of the wing and tlir outboarcl unblorvn panel had fully attacl~etl flolv 
to anglcs of attack generally in excess of 25 degrees. 
7.3.3 Incluced lift. - Tlie aerodynamic performance data from the retracted-wing runs 
was analyzed to delermine the level of incremental clirculatory lift induced on tile wing by the 
jet. The jet-induced lift coefficient was defincld as: 
- CL.0 - Cj sin ( a  + tif) 
power-on + power-off ? ~ z ~ z d t ~ v u s t  
at FIlet = 0 contribution 
Figures 7.3-19 through 7.3-21 show the jet-induced lift at zero angle of altack for flap 
deflections of 45, 60, and 75 clegrees. This data was obtained from q variation runs at constant 
a = 0. Tlie results clearly indicate a clependence of ACL on tlie jet h!ach number, as well as on 
the thrust coefficient. r o r  varues of jet Xlach number below a threshold value of 0.4 to 0.5, the 
inclucecl-lift coefficient curves collapse into a single curve, dependent only upon tllrust coefi'irient. 
The inducer?-lift curves are summarized in Figures 7.3-22 and 7.3-23 in terms of the 
values achieved at low jet hlach numbers (Figure 7.3-22) and tlze loss associated with the jet 
Mach number effect (Figure 7.3-23). Figure 7.3-23 sllows that the sensitivity to jet Aiach 
number increases with increasing flap-deflection angle. 
Figtre 7.3-24 compares the induced-lift levels obtained from the test with theoretical 
values of ACL for a pure jet-flap wing of the same aspect ratio (theory of reference 3). The 
inducer1 lift from the test is 55 percent of the tlzeoretical value for the f~tllspan jet flap, altho~tgh 
the nozzle width was only 27.5 percent of tlie wingspan. 
7.3.4 Tail-tlo.rvnwash environment. - A series of runs was made with the retrnc ted- 
wing configlration to determine the downwash environmenl at a typical position for a horizonla1 
tail. X clownwash rake (shown in Figure 7.3-25) was mounted on the vertical [ail at a ~)osition 
3.85 chord-lengtl~s behind and 1.22 chord-lengths above the wing cluarter-cllorrl line. The ralir 
consistecl of a rod extending spanwise from the fuselage centerlino moiintctl on a rotarj poten- 
tiometer. Tlie rod contained four vanes locatcd at 7.0, 11.0, 15.0, and 19.0 inchc~s from tllc 
fuselage center (for comparison, the wing-body junchrr was 4.75 invhcs from tile cscntc.r of 
the fuselage antl the center of the air pot1 was 12.875 inel~cs from thr f~~sclage ccntcr). T11e rod 
was free to rotate on tlie rotary potentiometer. Total lleacl prohes wcrc loc.atc*cl at spanwise 
positions of 9.0, 13.0, and 17.0 inches from the cc~itcr of the body and a single static orifice 
was at a spanwise posit,ion of 5.5 inclles from the body ccxntcr. TIILIS tllc rakc provided an 
average direction ancl magnitude of local air velocity in thc region behind the inner (blown) flap 
segment. Figtlres 7.3-26 through '7.3-31 show the do~vnrvas11 a n g l ~  antl local dynamic pr(vsiIr(B 
in this region. The curves cover flap deflcc tions of 45 througll 100 dcgr~cs in the following ort1t.r: 
Flap Di:flectioi; 
((leg) Figure No. 
- 
45 7.3-26 
60 7.3-27 
75 7.3-28 
90145 7.3-29 
90175 7.3-30 
100145 7.3-31 
Inboard wing stall is evident in the dynamic-pressure ratio curves by the a l ~ n ~ p t  derrease 
in pressure as measured by the rake. A summary of .this data at a! = 0 is shown in Figure 7.3-32 
as a function of thrust coefficient and flap deflection. The data is consistent with other jet-flag 
do~vnwash characteristics reported in the literature. 
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Figure 7.3-1. Wall Effects Under Static-Tcst Conditions 
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Figure 7.3-2. Extended Wing, Effcct of .Air Pod with Clean 'King 
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Figure 7.3-2. Extended 'King, E f f c ~ f  of Air Pod with Clean q'ing 
b. CL - Cx 
Figure 7.3-2. Estended Wing, Effect of Air Pod with Clean R'ing 
c. CL - C, 
F i g ~ r e  7.3-3. Extended Wing, Slat Effectiveness, Flaps Retracted, Power Off 
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Figure 7.3-3. Exter~cled Wing, Slat Efft>ctiveness. Flaps Retracted. Powcr Off 
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Figure 7.3-4. E x t r ~ l d ~ d  Kill%. Slat Effectiveness, Sf = 4S0, Cj = 2.  
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Figure 7.3-4. Extended l i n g ,  Slat Effcctirenrss. 6/ = JjO. Cj = 2. 
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Figure 7.3-4. Extended Wing, Slat Effectiveness. Sf = 45' C. = 9 J -' 
c .  CL - C,
Figure 7 . 3 4 .  Extended Wing. Slat Effectivet~ess, tif = 45', C. = 4. J 
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Figure 7.3--8. Extended Wing, Effect of Fence 
a. CL - a  

Figure 7.3-8. Extended Ii'ing, Effect af Fence 
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Figure 7.3-9. Extc~ltlcd Wing, Efft~ct of Reduced Inboard-Flap Deflcctio~l at C. = 4 
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Figure 7.3-9. Extended King, Effect of ~ e d u c e t l  Inboard-Flap Eeflr ,Yon a t  C. = 4 J 
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Figure 7.3-10. Estended Wing, Effect of Reduced Inboard-Flap Deflection at C. = 8 J 
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Figure 7.3-10. Extcwdctl TT'ing. Effect o f  Reduc.ed It~board-Flap llc~flection a t  C. = 8 
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Figure 7.3-1 1. Extended 'King Prrformance with Ff = 45'. Slat SlS3 
a. CL - a  
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Figure '7.3-11. Extended-Wing Performance with ?if = 4-5'. Slat SlS3 
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figure 7.3-1 3. Estencled-%ling Performatice with 6f = 75' 
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Figure 7.3-14. Retractcd-Wing Performance nit11 6f = 4 3  
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Figure 7.3-14. Retracted-Wine Performance nit11 Sf = 4S0 
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Figure 7.3-14. Retracted-Wing Performance with 6f = -1.5' 
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Figure 7.3-16. Retracted-Wing Performance with 6f = 75' 
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Figure 7.3-29. Retractecl-Wing Do~v~l~vaah Charneteristics with 6f = 90°/450 
Figure 7.3-30. Retracted-Wing Downrvasll Characteristics with Sf = 90°/i50 
Figlre 7.3-30. Retrae trtl-King Do\vnrvash Characteristics rvith 6f = 90°/750 
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F i y r e  7.3-31. Retracted-n'ing Do\vn~varh Characteristics ~ v i l h  6f = 100'/55' 
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Figure 7.3-32. Downwash Summar!., Retracted Wing 
8.0 INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
8.1 Climb Performance 
Figures 8.1-1 thro~lgh 8.1-3 sllow the steady climb performance for an airplane using the 
CSB lift/propulsion data from this test. The wing loading of the reference airplane was assiimecl 
to be 100 pounds per square foot. Each plot, representing a given flap deflection. has the data 
points from the constant-thrust-coefficient, a-sweep runs. Superimposed on this data are curves 
representing limiting angle of attack, constant wing attitude (reference to horizon), constant 
flight-path angle, and constant power. The curves shown are for the retracted wing. 
8.1.1 Maximum angle-of-attack limit. - The lower solid line on each figure represents a 
maximum limit for angle of attack. These curves consist of two parts: 
a At low thrust coefficient, C., the limit line corresponds to the maxim~tm-lift coefficient. 
8.1-4. J 
i At these low Ca's, the wing- ift curve exhibits a sharp stall break. This is shown on Figure 
At higher values of C., the lift curve no longer breaks sharply at  C L , ~ ~ ~ .  J There is a gradual, 
continuous rounding of the lift curve with maximum CL occurring at the condition \vhere 
or + 6p90 degrees. In this range of thrust coefficient, the limit line corresponds to mini- 
rnurn flight-path speed (maximum resultant-force coefficient). 
8.1.2 Angle-of-attack limit with margill. - The upper solid line on Figures 8.1.1 thror~gh 
8.1.3, paralleling the maximum angle-of-attack limit, represents an a limit including a gust ancl 
stall margin. The gust margin used corresponds to  a 20-foot/second gust normal to the wing ant1 
results in the step increase in oc shown in Figure 8.1-4. The angle-of-attack limit with p s t  margin 
is offset from the maximum limit line by an amount such that if a p s t  occurred, the angle of 
attack ~vould not exceed the maximum limit line. At low thrust coefficients, thc margin is 
further increased so that with power off, the flight-path speed is always greater than 1.2 Vs. In 
view of the exploratory nature of this test, these margins are considered adecluate for anal) $is 
of the data in terms of descent capability. 
8.1.3 Flight-path angle. - The long dasfl lines on these figures represent constant valucs 
of flight-path angles, y. It should be noted that the flight-path angles can also be interpreted as 
steady values of deceleration for level flight from the relationship: 
flight 
For example, an airplane with the capabilitity to descend a t  y =-lo degrces woultl also 11(. 
capable of a level-flight deceleration of 0.1 76 g. 
8.1 .4 \\.ing attitude. - Tlit. s11ort-dash cbilrvt*s reprsstint vonstan t wving atti ti1 dt* (0 w) 
rthtivt. to thth horizon. Thus it can be detern~i~ied fsorri Fipyre 5.1-1 that. \vitli C j F  = 4.5 degrees, 
J - 1ttvr:l flight for tht~ condition of l c ~ e l  wring (0,, = 0) ocScurs ilt a spc:ed of 00 knots. 
8.1.5 Constant power. - The? dot-dash ourves rcprcsent constarlt levels of power, as a 
fraction of hover power (equivalent to a thri~stlweight ratio in hovering flight of 1.15). 
8.1.6 Descent summary. - Figure 8.1-5 presents a summary of the descent performance 
obtained from Figures 8.1-1 through 8.1-3. Excellent descent capability exists for this stage of 
conceptual development, with steady desctwt rates in excess of 1,000 feet per minute. 
8.2 Thrust Required 
Figure 8.2-1 presents the schedule of flap deflection and power required for steady 
level flight at transition airspeeds for an airplane with a wvirig loading of 100 pounds per square 
foot. The net thrust required, as derived from the wind-tunnel data, is shown in Figure 8.3-2. 
Also shown in Figure 8.2-2 is a theoretical minimum for the thrust required, assuming optimum 
lift coefficient in combiantion with vectored thrust. The span-loading efficiency factor, e = 0.79, 
is a typical value for a $ring with aspect ratio of 5.7. The curves shown fi~lly demonstrate the 
benefits of the large levels of induced lift for the CSB lift/propulsion system. 
Figure 8.2-3 shows the increase in liftheight a t  low forward speeds provided by the jet- 
induced lift. The example used for this figure was a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.5 and a wing 
loading (wls) of 4788 n/m2 (100 psf). Liftlweight = 1.0 (liftoff) is achieved at 42  mlsee (81 
Iwots) in the absence of induced lift but is reduced to  28 mlsec (54 knots) when the induced 
lift is added. An auxiliary scale shows the groiuzd-roll distance based on the sinlplifying assump- 
tion of ignoring the ground friction and the aerodynamic drag. Ilistances to liftoff are 686 meters 
(2,250 feet) without induced lift and 305 meters (1,000 feet) with induced lift. 
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F i r  8.1-1. Retracted-Wing Rate of Climb. 6f = 45' 
Figure 8.1-2. Retracted-King Rate of Climb, 6f = GO0 
Figure 8.1-3. Retracted-Wing Rate of Climb. 8 f =  75' 
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Figure 8.2-2. Thrust Retpired for Steady Level Flight 
Figure 8.2-3. I~~creasetf STOL Performance Due to Jet-Induced Lift 
9.0 CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Static Performance 
Static-performance levels were found to decrease wit11 increases in pressure ratio above a 
pressure ratio of approximately 1.2. 
Static-performance levels of 89.6-percent thrust recovery combined with 87.1 degrees of 
thrust-vector angle were achieved at a pressure ratio of 1.2 with a flap deflection of 89 
degrees. These levels of performance confirm the findings of the earlier NASA research. 
It was verified that larger slots are required for the blown flap than are normally associated 
with an unblown, slotted-flap system. 
Thrust recovery was nearly independent of flap deflection over the range of deflections 
from 45 to 105 degrees. The implication is that certain pressure losses develop due to  
brackets or slots when the flap is deployed and that additional losses do not occur due to  
increasing the deflection angle. An additional positive result from this finding is that thrust 
deflection beyond 90 degrees, req~lired for control and hovering in a tailwind, does not 
cause significant additional thrust losses. 
The losses that occurred (approximately 10 percent of thrust) are most likely attrib~ltable 
t o  the slots or the brackets. The data indicates that the most likely slot loss is for the first 
slot, where a significant change in flow direction m~lst  occur for the flow tvhiclz passes 
tl~rough that slot and where the presence of a separation bubble was identified. 
9.2 Noise Measurements 
,A data base of noise measurements was developed for comparison with noise data on other 
V/STOL concepts. 
The data obtained in this test indicates that, for upper-sulface blowing, tile acoustical 
shielding of the wing provides significant noise reduction on the ground. 
At low thrust levels there is little difference between combined-surface blo~virig and lower- 
surface blowing, but as thrust increases the nois? associated with lower-surface blowing 
increases more rapidly. This indicates ihe possibility of significant aerodynamic noise 
cancelling when blo~ring over both surfaces at high velocities. 
s Tuft studies on tlie extended wing showed separated flow ovclr the. inboard unblown \\ring 
 atid id. For the retracted wing, this region of separation was confined to a small wcdge- 
slzaped area between the nacelle and the body. Nore detailed attention must bt' paid to 
correcting this condition in fu turf: tests. Localized tailoring of wing camber or wing-boclk 
fillets sliotlld provide an appropriate solution. A positive result was that the unblown outcsr 
panel of the wing had fully attached flow to  angles of attack in escess of 25 degrcacs. 
The induced lift is a function of the jet hlach number as well as the thrust coefficienl. For 
jet Mach numbers in excess of approximately 0.5 there is a reduction in induccd lift. The 
severity of the compressibility effect increases as flap deflection is increased. 
For low jet i'v1ach numbers, the induced lift was 55 percent of the value for a fullspan jet- 
flapped wing, even though only 27-1/3 percent of the wingspan was immersed in the jet. 
The descent capability was determined to be in excess of 1,000 feet per minute for an ex- 
ample airplane with a wing loading of 100 psf. This is in excess of the capability c1etc.r- 
mined from the earlier NASA research and is excellent performance in view of the esplora- 
tory nature of the test. 
The thrust required for level flight falls off rapidly as specad incrrases, approximating the 
theoretical minimum value for an optimum wing-thruster combination. 
The additional circulatory lift induced by the jet can potentially reduce STOL takeoff 
ground-roll distance by approximately 50 to 60 percent. 
9.4 Overall 
The CSB concept .tvould be most appropriate for a low-pressure-ratio design: 
- The static performance generally reduces as pressure ratio is increased. 
- Compressibility effects associated with high-pressure-ratio design reduces the induced 
lift obtained in transition flight. 
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